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Abstract: The ongoing discourse on air quality and climate changes positions walkability as a pivotal
point of sustainable urban planning. Urban studies examine a city’s walkability in terms of pedestrian
flows, design qualities, and street network topology, leaving walkability comparative frameworks
under development. Building on the space syntax theory, this research introduces a “walkability
compass”, a four spatial indicator-designed tool for city walkability assessment and comparison.
The tools are being tested on eight Baltic region cities: Vilnius, Kaunas (LT), Malmö (SE), Riga (LV),
Tallinn (ES), Gdansk, Bialystok, Lublin (PL). The nine-step method framework integrates four indexes:
Gravity (Gr), Reach (Re), Straightness (St), and Population density (Pop). The “walkability compass”
results reveal significant Re and St correlations; thus, visual and cultural aspects become the main
factors in pedestrian-friendly cities. The spatial pattern typology has matched similar cities (Malmö
and Kaunas) to work closely on sustainable urban planning development. In all case studies, specific
walkability zones were mapped, but the Gr zones turned out to be the most compact ones (the Z-score
of Gr was ranged from 355.4 to 584; other indexes oscillated between 209.4 and 542.6). The walkability
mapping results are publicly shared via WebMap to stimulate the participatory discussion on case
studies cities further development.

Keywords: walkability; space syntax; comparative analysis; Baltic region; Vilnius; Kaunas; Malmö;
Riga; Tallinn; Gdansk; Bialystok; Lublin

1. Introduction
1.1. Walkability Understanding

Walking has been the fundamental way of moving in cities since this territorial form
of living. However, since the industrial revolution of the 20th century, urban planning
was increasingly re-oriented towards dimensions and speed of automobiles; therefore,
numerous features of urban space, lifestyle and consumption have changed dramati-
cally. Nowadays, most cities are heavily dependent on private cars [1]. Furthermore,
the looming climate change mitigation and adaptation challenges urge rethinking urban
lifestyles and particularly the movement in cities. Moreover, the COVID-19 (coronavirus
disease 2019) pandemic accelerated the need for walkable neighbourhood development,
especially within metropolitan areas [2]. The discussion on sustainable urban forms has
rolled since the 1990s [3], and nowadays urban systems are becoming a major nexus of
global sustainability [4]. Numerous research studies turn back to walking in cities and the
suitability of urban environments for walking—walkability. Walkability is a composite
measure of how friendly an area is to walking, thus regarded as a critical factor striving
towards urban sustainability [5,6]. Leslie and Edwards (2006) define walkability as “the
extent to which characteristics of the built environment and land use may or may not
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be conducive to residents in the area walking for either leisure, exercise or recreation, to
access services, or to travel to work” [7]. Walkability is recognised as the property of a
residential environment that promotes cycling with safety, comfort, and easy access to the
attractions of daily life [8]. Walkability can also enhance issues not directly related to urban
transport, such as nature appreciation or cultural geography teaching [8]. Moreover, the
road network system’s historical analysis can bring some narrative interpretations into a
walk [9]; however, these approaches are more familiar to the most recent rural rather than
urban geography studies [10].

Walkability is also investigated using space syntax theory (explained in the next
section), urban design, lifestyle, and spatial features [11]. Notably, the study uses space
syntax theory and contributes to walkability research. Furthermore, the research method
uses a graph theory to calculate spatial indexes, making the walkability phenomenon
more predictive. Moreover, the study provides a decision support tool—the “walkability
compass”. The tool aims to diagnose and compare cities’ walkability or neighbourhoods.
The “compass” idea we describe (Section 2.2.3) and discuss (Section 5) is in terms of
spatial planning implementation; hence, these research results may impact sustainable city
development strategies as well.

1.2. Explaining Walkability with Space Syntax
1.2.1. Space Syntax as Background Theory

This research uses space syntax as a background theory and its spatial indexes to
explain the walkability phenomenon, explicitly comparing studies scientifically. The term
space syntax was conceived by Hillier and Hanson (1984) [12]; it uses a graph theory to
analyse the spatial configurations related to how people move and adopt. The space syntax
quantifies the spatial layout using topological distance approaches in network analysis.
In practice, it can be applied both to street layout and enclosed within building spaces.
Basically, the theory distinguishes the “spaces” and “routes” and ranks them from the
most integrated to most segregated; the more integrated a space or route, the easier it is
to reach. The assumption mentioned above became the basis for the Re index, also used
in this research. Although space syntax uses several spatial measures, their theoretical
background and calculation process has been described by, among others, (2003) and
Peponis and Wineman (2002) [13,14] and will not be described in the details here.

Moreover, a comprehensive overview of evolving space syntax concepts and analytical
techniques has been recently (2021) presented by Yamu et al. [15]. The review starts from
the very beginning of the Hillier (1937–2019) space syntax concept, through a convex map,
axial map, isovist field, to the most recent concepts such as segment map and agent-based
modelling. In the context of walkability analysis, the review points out the relationship be-
tween building density and transportation as key aspects of cities’ sustainability; this study
follows the above interpretation (details of PoP metrics in the method section) [15]. Across
the walkability interdisciplinary research methods, the time accessibility analysis [16,17]
and the graph theory can be applied; however, no study has started to apply both criteria
simultaneously to assess their impact on pedestrian movement patterns [18]. The pedes-
trian trajectory can also be used as a related method of walking condition assessment [19].
The Space Syntax techniques are well-recognised approaches in this field. The Space Syntax
interprets street network geometry using, among others, the connectivity and integration
measures [12]. Street connectivity as a property of street network reflecting favourability for
walking, which in three reviewed cases out of four is counted as the density of crossroads.

It should be noted that the plain number of intersections addresses just the density
of the street network and potential walking routes but says nothing about the character
of urban spaces related to visibility, street facades. Furthermore, the number of objects
could be a more precise and straightforward way to measure proximity. At the same
time, the land use mix addresses it indirectly based on the premise that more land use
functions create more potential travel destinations. Importantly, the residential or dwelling
density identifies the concentration of walkers and the starting points of walking journeys.
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The connectivity and the integration as core space syntax measures [20] can contribute to
walkability understanding [21]. Notwithstanding, they leave the passers-by visual contact
to the urban feature unrecognised. The sole ability to quickly reach as many destinations
as possible, preferably in a straight line, does not make the city walkable. The nature of
the environment in which a person moves is of key importance here. The more diverse
functions and the higher density of buildings within a short distance, the more walkable
the space is [22]. Space Syntax, using physical features such as street networks, points of
interest (POI) or buildings footprints, can also explain visual perception qualities [23]. The
visual graph analysis, built on the logic of isovist analysis [24] by default applied on an at-
eye level to estimate what people can see, can also be used on an at-knee level to investigate
where people can move [25]. Moreover, studies on pedestrian walking behaviour [26]
showed that the visibility of specific spaces impacts pedestrian wayfinding choices and
triggers intentional visual design practice [27]. Similar relationships were established for
mixed land use [28]. This transfers space syntax to urban design practice. Unless the
space syntax cannot predict featured societal effects, it can provide well identifications and
descriptions of spatial properties [29]. Furthermore, to make the walkability frameworks
comprehensive, up to three research levels are recommended to be set up: physicals,
perceptual and individual [30]; our research uses four different measures to maintain
this standard.

1.2.2. The Growing Interest in Space Syntax Application into Walkability Studies—A
Systematic Literature Review

The following literature review concerns research that uses space syntax tools to
explain city walkability. The growing importance of walkability in cities and various
approaches towards its analysis is reflected in the increasing number and diversifying
content of scientific publications; the quantitative and qualitative methods can reveal this
trend. First, the quantitative approach involved a Web of Science (WoS) search query. Next,
the qualitative process involves selected paper content analysis using “walkability” and
“space syntax” keywords—the query resulted in more than 2500 scientific papers. Since the
first publications in 2001 [31], the interest in space syntax-based walkability studies has
grown to 360 scientific papers dated 2020. The walkability topic falls in public occupational,
environmental health, transportation and environmental-oriented journals, but the urban
studies research field is foremost. Importantly, it is an issue usually studied using space
syntax theory. The international literature’s graphical connotations between space syntax
and walkability are described in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Predominant keywords, authors, and thematic clusters in the research volume encompass-
ing walkability and space syntax topics according to CiteSpace [32] search results.

Both keywords were reported jointly, but concerning the walkability research, two
research methods have been distinguished, the first using on-site data collection (e.g., field
surveys) and the second based on geospatial data approaches, which this research belongs
to. On-site data collection tools such as, e.g., the Path Environment Audit Tool, Walking
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Suitability Assessment Form, Neighbourhood Environment Walkability Survey, among
others, takes into account urban factors such as pedestrian counting and direct observations
of human activities [33], street width, street flatness, street cleanliness, shade coverage,
presence of trees and sound decibels [34]. Furthermore, survey-based walkability assess-
ments may include subjective data, such as people’s perceptions of aesthetics, traffic and
crime safety, or neighbourhood satisfaction [35]. For example, Frank et al.’s [36] Walkability
Index can be given regarding geospatial approaches. The index considers the net residential
density, street connectivity, and land-use diversity.

On the other hand, the WalkScore algorithm, created by Front Seat Management
LLC, calculates neighbourhood walkability by assigning a 1.6 km buffer zone around
the participant’s residential address and assessing the presence of facilities in the buffer
zone, population density and road metrics [6]. The WalkScore is a well-recognised tool for
quantitative analysis or a walk-friendly environment [35], despite its criticism on the lack
of topological structure [37]. A brief comparison of space syntax-related case studies is
presented in Table 1. The examples use essential walkability explanatory indexes: street
connectivity, land use mix [36], residential density [38,39]. An additional indexes are:
frequency and variety of buildings, entrances and other sensations along street frontages,
transparency, such as the amount of glass in windows and doors, orientation and proximity
of homes, structures to observe over the street, plenty of places to go to near the major-
ity of homes (services such as stores, restaurants, bars, theatres, schools, parks or sport
centres) [5,6,40], hilliness, the presence of bus stops, street lamps, and trees [41], and retail
floor area ratio as the ratio of a building’s total floor area (gross floor area) to the size of
the piece of land upon which it is built [5]. The multitude of spatial indicators reflects the
interpretative potential of the space syntax. On the one hand, this potential offers great
analytical opportunities; however, on the other hand, it becomes the starting point for the
simple index searching that allows us to understand the walkability in its essence, which
was the starting point of our research too.

Table 1. Selected case studies representing potential objective walkability indicators.

Case Study 1
The Prince’s Foundation Space

Syntax Model [5]

Case Study 2
Weighted GIS-Based

Walkability Index by A.
Bartzokas Tsiompras and

Y. N. Photis [42]

Case Study 3
Neighbourhood

Walkability Index for
Porto Metropolitan Area

by A. I. Ribeiro and E.
Hoffmann [16]

Case Study 4
Novel Walkability

Index by J.C.
Stockton et al. [17]

Potential of usage or
number of users Residential dwelling density Population density Residential dwelling

density
Residential dwelling

density

Convenience of
walking

Every day, non-residential uses
and distance from people’s homes

are mainly influenced by the
connectivity of the street network
and the size of urban blocks. It is
normalised by comparison to the
etalon cities: Clifton in Bristol and

Faversham in Kent.

Pathway network
connectivity as

intersection density

Street connectivity as the
density of intersections

Street connectivity as
the indicator of street

connectivity was
junction density

within
neighbourhoods.

Proximity Not specified Land use mix Proximity to
destinations

Entropy-based on general
entropy index while

considering retail,
recreation, services,

institutions, residential.
Generalised entropy index

ratio of retail building
floor areas (mentioned but

not included because of
the absence of data)

Land use mix

Notes

Space Syntax graph is used for
modelling, and it could be seen as

a complex yet straightforward
indicator related to land use mix,

pathways, connectivity.

The survey’s findings
were used for weighting

Observation: more
connected are

streets—more direct the
route through the network

-
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Nonetheless, the complementing walkability concept with a visual relation to the
building’s facades, so architectural and urban design visual qualities, becomes the second
focus of our research. Specifically, we selected space syntax indices that explain the visible
link between an urban space where the walk takes place and building facades accompany-
ing a passer-by. However, there is still a lack of scientific reports on space syntax visual
quality analysis that contributes to walkability research. Therefore, we propose a compara-
tive framework to interpret specific space syntax metrics emphasising walkability visual
perception qualities to fill this knowledge gap. The study aims to set up a comparative
framework with a limited number of indicators but suitable for city walkability physical
and visual quality analysis. We assume that the framework will be based on open spatial
data with global coverage. We hypothesise that statistically significant correlations between
analysed indices reveal spatial patterns of city walkability, and their synergy, like a com-
pass, points to the strengths and weaknesses. Notably, the research method shifts from the
street network analysis (we use it at the model validation stage) and follows mathematical
graph centrality calculations proposed by [43,44]. The approach involves building footprint
geometry for space syntax calculation, specifically the Reach (Re) and the Straightness
(St) indices, herein used as walkability visual quality explanatory indicators. To make the
framework comprehensive, we also provide the Gravity index (Gr) and Population density
(PoP) measures (the framework indexes are described in detail in the method section). The
study contributes to the walkability research by extending its paradigm to urban form
quality, making the critical factor of city sustainability better known at the background
of space syntax theory. The research framework contributes to walkability science too.
The proposed “walkability compass” graphically expresses the synergy between factors
shaping walking-friendly urban spaces.

The “compass” evaluates the agreement between walkability explanatory variables,
which we interpret as a synergy of urban design qualities with several walk destinations
and inhabitant density. Foremost, the presented walkability concept takes after the 15 min
city idea [45], thus providing insights to urban planners involved in city sustainable
development and SDG 2030 no. 11 achievement [46]. Lastly, this research looks for a
relatively simple and repetitive method with clear spatial indexes so that its execution
would not carry high costs and systematic errors and could be replicated using global
extent open geospatial data. Nevertheless, the input data level of details refers to the
street level as required by the very concept of walkability, drawn from the perspective
of a pedestrian moving between buildings. The Open Street Map [47] and Copernicus
Living Atlas [48] open geospatial datasets meet the requirements mentioned above and
feed this framework geodatabase. As walkability is an issue for each inhabitant, we share
the research results via an open and intuitive web mapping application, thus building open
access to walkability knowledge.

2. Method
2.1. The Case Study Cities Description

The proposed walkability compass and spatial pattern comparison method is not a
sole theoretical framework since it is tested on eight case study cities. Moreover, the case
studies are not related; however, the choices result from the possibility of field verifying
research outcomes by the authors’ team (live there or know these cities from visits). As case
studies, the following cities were selected: Vilnius, Kaunas, Malmö, Riga, Tallinn, Gdansk,
Bialystok, Lublin. Below we describe them briefly and present the geographical location
within the Baltic Sea region (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The case study cities: (A) location within Baltic Sea region, (B) cities’ administrative
borders and roads network: (upper left) Vilnius, Kaunas, Malmö, Riga; (bottom left) Tallinn, Gdansk,
Bialystok, Lublin (authors own elaboration using Open Street Map datasets [47]).

Tallinn, Riga and Vilnius are the capitals of three Baltic States: Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania, respectively. Vilnius is the largest city in Lithuania, located in the country’s
southeastern area. According to the differentiation of the city’s functioning, the differences
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in the quality of life and the peculiarity of the environment, the city of Vilnius is divided
into three zones of the city structure: central, secondary (historical suburbs, middle of
the 20th c. mass-construction residential, industrial areas) and peripheral (extensively
urbanised and non-urbanised areas) [49]. The master plan of Vilnius gives priority to the
development of green spaces, modernisation of the residential regions, development of
social infrastructure, pedestrian and cycle paths, public transport and the sharing economy
that is closely related to city walkability increase. Vilnius and Kaunas are the first-level
centres in the urban framework of Lithuania. Kaunas is within the leading Lithuanian roads
and national and international axis of integration, located in the central part of Lithuania.
The city has a concentric urban structure; the Old and New Town are next to Nemunas and
Neris rivers confluence [50].

Malmö is Sweden’s third-largest city in the southernmost province of Skåne, a central
transport hub in southern Sweden. The city pays much attention to sustainable mobility.
Riga is the largest city of Latvia, located on the Gulf of Riga at the mouth of the Daugava.
Riga is home to a third of Latvia’s population and is the largest city in the Baltic States.
According to the Sustainable Development Strategy of Riga, until 2030 [51], the city will
strive to become pedestrian, cyclist, and public transport-friendly. Tallinn is the economic
centre and most important port in the north of Estonia, on the Gulf of Finland in the Baltic
Sea. According to Tallinn’s development strategy [52], the goal is to compact the city
centre, help make more efficient use of Tallinn’s space, provide an alternative high-quality
living environment and limit urban sprawl. Gdansk is a county town in northern Poland,
on the Gulf of Gdańsk on the Baltic Sea. Since 2011, Gdańsk, together with Sopot and
Gdynia, created the metropolitan area established to strengthen cooperation and achieve
harmonious development. It has a typical linear structure for transit-oriented development
cities. Bialystok is the largest city in northeastern Poland, the administrative centre of
Podlaskie voivodship. About 17.2% of the municipality is forested, and it is the fifth
most forested city in the country. Lublin is a county town in southeastern Poland, the
administrative centre of the Lublin Voivodeship.

2.2. The Research Method

The research framework comprises nine stages involving space syntax, geographic
information systems (GIS) and statistical methods. Each step has been graphically described
at the method workflow (Figure 3), detailing its implementation software. Basically, the
1st to the 3rd stages aim to open geospatial data acquisition along with topology quality
assurance. For those starting from the 4th to 6th, the framework integrates space syntax
tools; the 5th validates the space syntax calculation results using basic statistical methods,
and the three last steps, from the 7th to the 9th, consume space syntax calculations to
execute pattern analysis (7th and 8th) and interactively visualise the case study cities’
walkability using the “walkability compass”. The following section describes the method
details, while steps 5, 8 and 9 are also subjects of research outcomes reporting (Section 4).
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with an asterisk.

2.2.1. Open Geospatial Data Management Method (Steps 1–3)

The first stage aims to download the open geospatial data on road street networks:
building footprint, road network (cars and pedestrian road axis), points of interest (POI) and
public transport bus stops. The core data were obtained from the openstreetmap.org [47]
project, specifically the geofabric.de [53] server, which sorts the city databases into ready-
to-download packages, thus imposing no restrictions on the amount of downloaded data.
Next, the city administration boundary was downloaded from Living Atlas (2018) [48]
database. Data were retrieved in Esri Shapefile format and transformed into the following
EPSG coordinate system: 2180 (PL), 3346 (LT), 3059 (LV), 3301 (ES) and 3006 (SE). Since
the Space Syntax technique requires a slightly wider extent of spatial datasets relating to
the core research area, the data were downloaded with a buffer zone of no less than 4 km
from the cities’ administrative borders. However, no equal buffer zones were used; the
input data were clipped to the geometry of the main roads (city ring roads) surrounding
the city’s administrative borders rather than an equal buffer zone. Such an approach results
from the specificity of the space syntax method, which is based on the geometric properties
of the streets network, which we had to maintain concerning analysed area borders.

In the second step (Figure 3, the following source layers for space syntax calculations
were extracted: road axes, building footprints with perimeter and area attributes, POI
and population density 1 km2 grid. Additionally, the building’s footprint geometrical
parameters were calculated too. Any errors in the urban street network geometry are a
potential cause of space syntax biases. Therefore, the third step aims at spatial data topology
control and geometry simplification. In order to reduce the street network vertex number,
the generalisation procedure was the 3 m radius parameter was set up. The task includes
deleting excessive roads from the street network, e.g., sidewalks, duplicated central street
lines, and some secondary roads; reconnecting isolated street lines; identification of bridges
and tunnels and marking two-level crossroads. The topology rule, as well as geometry
simplification (3 m radius), were executed using ArcGIS Pro (v2.8) software (Environmental
Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA, USA) [54]. The case study cities’ buildings of
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active industrial production and buildings with a storage function were eliminated since
they do not support street culture and walkability. The quality control-passed database
was used for further calculations (the 4th step).

2.2.2. Space Syntax Calculations Method (Steps 4–6)

Next, the graph analysis of the street network as a pre-validation of the graph model
was performed in the 4th step (validated in step 5). In total, the seven following Space
Syntax metrics, including angular segment measures [55] and metric segment measures [23],
were calculated using different analysis radius size parameters:

1. Angular segment choice or betweenness centrality, which identifies the probable axes
of transit within various radiuses and is calculated as a sum of simulated journeys
according to the shortest paths between nodes;

2. Angular segment integration or closeness centrality, which identifies the possible
zones of attraction or urban centres within various radiuses; it is calculated as recipro-
cal to a sum of distances between the nodes multiplied by a segment number in Space
Syntax Segment analysis;

3. Metric segment choice within a radius of 1000 m differs from angular segment choice
in how the shortest path is found: it is based on measured distances instead of a sum
of angles of the turns on the path. According to Hillier [56], metric distances reflect
pedestrian behaviour better in some cases;

4. Metric reach within the radius of 1000 m as the length of the reachable street network;
5. The total metric depth of 1000 as a sum of distances between nodes while distance is

calculated in meters;
6. Node count as several nodes/street segments within selected radiuses;
7. Angular segment total depth as a sum of distances between nodes while distance is

calculated in angles of turns.

Step 4 was executed using open-source DepthMapX (v. 0.8) software (Space Syntax
Limited, London, UK) [57]. The calculation results exported as a text file to SPSS software
were the subject of the correlation analysis aimed to validate the model.

The validation performed in the 5th step allowed us to assess whether the Space
Syntax model works properly and reflects regularities of the fundamental urban functions.
The obtained measures are not random and reflect the urban structure recorded in the
spatial data. Any potential lack of correlation indicates topological errors or lacks in the
source data. The models were validated by comparing the segment graph models of the
street networks of all the investigated cities with the allocation of POI and public transport
stops. The idea of comparison is based on Hillier’s concept of movement economy [56]. The
5th step procedure includes Pearson and Spearman correlations between the space syntax
metrics obtained in the 4th step and density of POI, including bus stops as indicators of
real urban centralities. Calculations were made using SPSS Statistic software (v. 26) [58]. In
practice, two layers of data (space syntax indicators and POI) were spatially joined within
200 m. The distance of 200 m was chosen as the smallest meaningful urban resolution grid
size according to [59], which reflects the physical size of POI and the closest catchment area
of bus stops. The correlation results were presented in Section 3.1 within a table format
highlighting values higher or equal to 0.5, which were regarded as strong and significant
to validate the network space syntax model used as a background for a more expanded
walkability model.

The next stage ensures that the model works correctly and calculates the key walkabil-
ity metrics. As the model was validated against POI, the explanatory walkability metrics
were calculated as the main task of method workflow 6th step. At this stage, the analysis
environment of the building’s centroids was added to the analysis, and all the calculations
were made using Urban Network Analysis Toolbox [60]—an ArcGIS software plugin. The
tool input parameters specify the calculation radius. At this point, we applied the 15 min
city concept [45], approximating that a 1 km distance can be beaten at such a time. The
Urban Network Analysis toolbox can compute five different types of centrality metrics
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on spatial networks of buildings—Gravity Index, Reach, Betweenness, Closeness, and
Straightness. Metrics mathematics and potential fields of use are described in Sevtsuk’s
works [60,61]. Based on this, we decided to focus on three measures related to the walkabil-
ity issue: Gravity index (Gr), Reach (Re), and Straightness (St). The space syntax metrics
were completed with population density data retrieved from the worldpop.org database,
recalculated to building centroids, and reported as PoP metrics. The PoP metric assumes
that the presence of people fulfils the walkability [16,17]. Four selected metrics (indica-
tors) were used as case studies of cities’ walkability explanatory indexes. Indexes were
calculated at the method workflow step 6. The mathematical formulas are explained below.
For practical reasons, indexes calculated on point type feature layer (building centroids)
are interactively visualised using the clustering method implemented in WebMap (step 9).
In order to analyse the spatial pattern drawn by walkability high attribute values, an
aggregation procedure was proceeded using 4 ha hexagon tessellation (step 7).

The study walkability explanatory index mathematical formulae are:
The Gr index in the graph is calculated as the sum of walking destinations (e.g.,

shops, schools, cultural establishments) divided by the sum of distances to the destinations
within 15 min distances. The centrality of gravity was introduced by Hansen (1959) and
is calculated by the following, a little simplified for the presented research, Sevtsuk’s [61]
Formula (1):

G[i]r = Σ j ∈ G-{i},d[i,j] ≤ r W[j]/d[i,j] (1)

where G[i] means gravity of the building i; Σ—sum of all buildings j, weights W, reachable
on the graph G, within the radius r on the shortest distance d between i and j divided by
the shortest distance from i to j.

Weight in this calculation was not used, so it is equal to one in all cases, and the
Gr index represents the number of reachable buildings divided by the shortest distances.
The result reflects not the only number of destinations but the distances between them.
For example, two buildings have three travel destinations within 15 min—in the case of
simple destination counting, both buildings would have the same walkability, but, if the
destinations would be located closer to the first building, then its gravity would be higher
and better reflect a possibly shorter travel time. In the presented research, the weight of the
travel destinations was not used. The higher gravity means it is allocated closer to a more
significant number of travel destinations.

The Re index is calculated as the number of buildings weighted by the perimeter of
the facades reachable within 15 min. The index captures how many surrounding buildings
each building reaches within a given search radius on the network [61] (Formula (2))

R[i]r = Σ j ∈ G-{i},d[i,j] ≤ r W[j] (2)

where R[i] means the reach of the building i; Σ—sum all buildings j, weights W, reachable
on the graph G, within the radius r on the shortest distance d between i and j. If no weight
is assigned, then W is equal to 1 and Reach, in such a case, simply represents the number of
reachable buildings. In the presented research, the building perimeter is used as a weight.

The St index measures how the shortest path from a building to the other buildings
within a 15 min radius resembles a straight line. It is calculated as ratios between linear
Euclidean line distances and the shortest distances between the buildings within a 15 min
radius. It is estimated by the following Formula (3) [61,62]:

S[i]r = Σ j ∈ G-{i},d[i,j] ≤ r δ [i,j]/d[i,j] W[j] (3)

where S[i] means straightness of the building i; Σ—the sum of ratios between the straight-
line distance δ from i to j and the shortest path distance in the graph G multiplied by
weights W of j. Building perimeter was used as a weight in the presented research.

The PoP index estimates population density per grid-cell using Random Forest-based
dasymetric redistribution [63]. The raw index datasets were dated 2020 and downloaded
from worldpop.org as a raster layer. Next, the data were recalculated into case study
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cities’ local coordinate system using a 1 km grid and summary zonal statistics. The 1 km
cell values in this layer contain estimates of the count of people living within the area
represented by the cell—the potential number of users of walkable streets. The 6th step of
the method workflow applies the calculated walkability indexes values normalisation to
make city comparison possible. The normalisation ranges the index values from zero to
one. Notably, values were normalised within individual cities to avoid a situation where a
high index in one city resulted in a low index in another. (In each of the case studies cities,
the value of 1 was reached.)

2.2.3. Walkability Compass, Pattern and WebGIS Sharing Method (Steps 7–9)

Since calculations were made at the single building scale, spatial data aggregation
methods have been used for more broad-scale analysis and pattern detection. Step 7 uses
4 ha-sized hexagon tessellations to provide mean Gr, Re, St and PoP values. In urban
studies, hexagon tessellations are well-recognised spatial generalisation methods. Due to
their topological similarities to real-world irregular partitions, compact shape and simple
recursive hierarchical nesting, they are used as spatial data aggregation units [64]. The
larger the hexagon, the stronger the data generalisation is; thus, choosing the optimal
size becomes a challenging task, especially in different-sized city comparative studies like
this one. The earlier 200 m parameter used at the Space Syntax model validation stage
(step 5) was our starting point. At the same time, for an urban unit of 200 m, Feick et al.
(2015) recommend a 4 ha hexagon size [64]; this was also used in this research. Hexagon
tessellation was clipped to the city administrative boundary, and the mean values of Gr, Re,
St and PoP were calculated.

A further assumption regarding the walkability spatial pattern mapping task was
made. So far, the literature does not provide any recommendations on this point, except
straightforward hot and cold spot analysis not used in this study. Therefore, apriority
assumptions were made. Initially, it was assumed that for values ranging from 0 to 1,
0.5 would be suitable and unambiguous to detect walkability hot spots; however, it turned
out that in some case studies of cities, this value is represented by a single hexagon. For this
reason, the threshold was decreased to 0.3. Hexagons with index values equal to or higher
than 0.3 were mapped using the following symbology: hatched grey, light blue, purple and
grey for Gr, Re, St and PoP, respectively. Finally, the mapped zones were counted in the
manner presented in Figure 4. To complete the case study descriptions, patterns created
by walkability zones were the object of initial typology. Proposed pattern typology, very
initial at this stage, takes after patterns suggested by the American Planning Association
(APS) [65] and is the subject of discussion and further development.

The clustering effect has been examined using the Getis-Ord General G statistic and
z-score [66] (step 8). Significantly, these calculations were based on non-aggregated datasets
(uses points instead of hexagons). The Getis-Ord General G statistics interpret results in
the context of the null hypothesis about no spatial clustering of feature values. As the
null hypothesis is rejected (p < 0.01), the z-score value is positive, the observed General G
index is larger than the expected General G index, thus indicating that high values for the
attribute are clustered in the study area. Conversely, suppose the z-score value is negative.
Then, the observed General G index is smaller than expected, indicating that low values
are clustered in the study area [67]. In other words, the G statistics’ high values reveal
walkability clusters tendency.

The “walkability compass” consumes the 6th step’s calculations at the city-scale level
by producing a graphical comparison of all analysed walkability aspects. The walkability
compass visualises the synergies or Pearson correlation between the pairs of four walkabil-
ity components: Gr-Re, Gr-St; Gr-PoP; Re-St; Re-PoP; St-PoP. The values closer to one show
better synergy between ingredients, while close to zero—very little synergy. It allows us to
evaluate not the numerical values of reachable destinations, people, or building perimeters,
which could differ significantly between the cases, but the synergy between them, which
could be high even within a low inhabitant density with just a few travel destinations if
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they are correctly allocated, and low in high population density zones with the random
allocation of POI and bus stops.
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The last step (9th) was the walkability results’ interactive visualisation. For this
purpose, two ArcGIS Online (AGOL) web mapping wizards were used: ArcGIS Experience
Builder and WebMap App Builder. Both frameworks are well integrated with the desktop
GIS software used in previous framework steps and enable quick data export to the online
environment. First, the web maps and hosted feature layers were created using hexagon
tessellation and building centroids layers. Then, the calculated Gr, Re, St and PoP values
were stored in the attribute table.

A visibility range was set up beyond the 1:5000 scale; for the remaining scale, point
clustering was used. The size of clusters reflects the number of aggregated building
centroids, the colour of the clusters corresponds to the walkability indices values (applied
symbology uses colour scale and quartile division scheme). Next, the maps were used
to create a web mapping application. The application user interface was designed using
bookmarks, which allow the user to navigate to one of the eight analysed cities, the
application map window was divided into four sections displaying explanatory walkability
indexes simultaneously, and the map windows were linked. At the bottom of the web
map application window, the hyperlinks to single case studies’ cities’ dashboards are listed.
Those dashboards were created using Web App Builder wizards and introduced interactive
graphs displaying explanatory walkability index mean values within the map window
extent. The web mapping application is shared publicly via a web link and accessed via
any web browser.

3. Results
3.1. Model Validation Results

As a result of both Pearson and Spearman correlations between segment graph models
of the street networks and the allocation of POI and public transport stops, moderate
and strong correlations were found at the significance level of 0.01 (Tables 2 and 3). Both
results thus demonstrate the relations between urban spatial configuration described by
space syntax measures and virtual urban processes as concentration and flows of functions,
objects and people.
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Table 2. Pearson’s correlations between Space Syntax indicators and density of POI in the eight case
study cities.
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1000
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NC
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n

Vilnius 0.270 0.205 0.158 0.031 0.512 0.570 0.540 0.382 0.333 0.562 0.604 0.590 0.591 0.537 0.575 0.553 0.487 −0.329
Kaunas 0.260 0.159 0.134 0.029 0.491 0.432 0.429 0.227 0.313 0.481 0.537 0.557 0.464 0.455 0.550 0.450 0.432 −0.211
Malmö 0.078 0.172 0.104 0.015 0.380 0.368 0.332 0.192 0.215 0.423 0.426 0.423 0.351 0.284 0.357 0.263 0.182 −0.169

Riga 0.202 0.180 0.154 0.028 0.443 0.484 0.468 0.294 0.262 0.496 0.491 0.502 0.492 0.466 0.493 0.460 0.431 −0.243
Tallinn 0.197 0.117 0.082 0.009 0.345 0.345 0.329 0.212 0.250 0.406 0.439 0.413 0.400 0.367 0.433 0.423 0.381 −0.198
Vilnius 0.270 0.205 0.158 0.031 0.512 0.570 0.540 0.382 0.333 0.562 0.604 0.590 0.591 0.537 0.575 0.553 0.487 −0.329
Bialystok 0.310 0.228 0.169 0.003 0.557 0.536 0.477 0.258 0.365 0.583 0.644 0.634 0.559 0.486 0.628 0.535 0.456 −0.241
Gdansk 0.243 0.124 0.084 0.015 0.480 0.375 0.340 0.235 0.298 0.515 0.550 0.551 0.381 0.315 0.532 0.323 0.243 −0.230
Lublin 0.171 0.120 0.086 0.030 0.281 0.368 0.386 0.196 0.221 0.417 0.454 0.440 0.424 0.420 0.458 0.415 0.397 −0.175

Strong correlations are bolded, please note that even weak and medium correlations are significant.

Table 3. Spearman correlations between Space Syntax indicators and density of POI in the eight case
study cities.
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Vilnius 0.181 0.111 0.090 −0.045 0.550 0.616 0.621 0.522 0.387 0.592 0.630 0.635 0.631 0.622 0.638 0.609 0.589 −0.522
Kaunas 0.231 0.163 0.135 −0.018 0.601 0.610 0.592 0.318 0.459 0.624 0.648 0.654 0.620 0.601 0.646 0.596 0.568 −0.318
Malmö 0.052 0.203 0.102 −0.028 0.483 0.439 0.354 0.144 0.358 0.548 0.567 0.564 0.465 0.365 0.548 0.417 0.303 −0.144

Riga 0.260 0.157 0.118 −0.077 0.629 0.634 0.608 0.406 0.522 0.674 0.681 0.686 0.639 0.603 0.684 0.618 0 −0.406
Tallinn 0.296 0.210 0.162 −0.051 0.659 0.673 0.642 0.463 0.537 0.682 0.701 0.705 0.686 0.649 0.701 0.671 0.629 −0.463
Vilnius 0.181 0.111 0.090 −0.045 0.550 0.616 0.621 0.522 0.387 0.592 0.630 0.635 0.631 0.622 0.638 0.609 0.589 −0.522
Bialystok 0.303 0.193 0.140 −0.048 0.709 0.719 0.690 0.458 0.571 0.749 0.774 0.778 0.745 0.721 0.771 0.732 0.699 −0.458
Gdansk 0.213 0.092 0.051 −0.048 0.615 0.609 0.571 0.412 0.420 0.639 0.673 0.688 0.613 0.527 0.663 0.540 0.404 −0.412
Lublin 0.208 0.141 0.108 0.003 0.512 0.634 0.641 0.288 0.417 0.663 0.701 0.707 0.682 0.668 0.710 0.659 0.631 −0.288

Strong correlations are bolded, please note that even weak and medium correlations are significant.

Statistical analysis of relations between the space syntax indicators and allocation and
density of potential walking destinations as POI and public transport stops was conducted
to validate possibilities of space syntax models to simulate urban processes in general and
walkability based on reflection of allocations of travel destinations in a particular case.
As a result, three strong correlations are pointed out between POI and stops. First, the
integration or closeness of the street network segments to the rest of the network and
density of the network within radiuses of 1000, 3000 and 5000 m in the more significant
number of the investigated cities. These radiuses represent the walking and public transport
journey distance as could be concluded based on the size of the studied cities. Second, the
reachable street length is at a 1000 m radius. This correlation is of great importance for the
presented research as the indicator is related to the attractiveness of the street network for
walking. Third, the total depth was at a 1000, 3000 and 5000 m radius. The decrease in the
correlation with the increased radius was identified, thus pointing out stronger relations
between street network centralities and densities of travel destinations within walkable
distances. Moreover, weak and moderate significant correlations were found between the
street network transit flows and simulated choice metrics. The density of street networks
could explain it and the availability of many alternatives, more or less equal in travel
distance routes in the investigated cities.

The Pearson correlations results are presented in Table 2; the Spearman correlation
results are in Table 3. Stronger correlations were found between the concentration of
POI and so-called closeness centralities or integration, densities of street segments and
accessible street perimeter of metric reach. The positive results of both Pearson’s and
Spearman’s correlations confirm the validation procedure based on the triangulation of
scientific models.

3.2. Walkability Patterns Analysis Results

A graphical representation of these zones for all eight analysed cities is presented
in Figure 5. Out of all eight patterns mentioned by APS [65] in the case study cities, the
following have been identified:
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1. Linear—where the majority of an investigated urban phenomenon are allocated along
a clear line possibly influenced by a not-evenly-dispersed transport network.

2. Hierarchical—with a clear centre and smaller “islands” clustered around it, possibly
caused by relatively even transport networks and perhaps longer evolution of the
urban network.

3. Clusters—made of more or less “even islands”, which depend on some local resources,
e.g., specific spatial configurations, accessibility to distinctive landscapes.

4. Sectoral—which combines concentric features as clearly expressed, but not dominating
the centre, semi-concentric rings of lower intensity around it and dominant corridors—
linear centres. Such patterns usually appear because of not-so-evenly spread but
concentric street networks and possibly positive and negative synergies between
phenomena considered while identifying patterns.

5. A multi-nuclei pattern of autonomous islands does not demonstrate the clear presence
of the centre. Instead, this pattern indicates the specialisation of territories related to
car-oriented street networks where local neighbourhoods do not make a continuous
urban background, various social media, and decreased social importance of public
spaces.

6. Concentric—probably based on a clear multifunctional centre, the radial street net-
work around it and more or less isolated islands at the periphery. The periphery of
isolated islands could be seen as a potential continuing outer ring of this pattern in
the future.

7. The dispersal pattern represents little controlled sprawls of the modelled activities
and could be related to car dominance, extensive use of territories and lost spatial
synergies.
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The detailed data on zones, sub-zones, and pattern recognitions are listed in Table 4.
Seven of eight proposed APS patterns have been recognised in terms of walkability; the
peripheral model was not identified in these case studies.

The pattern mapping results provide insights into the Gr index that creates small and
concentrated zones within a city centre. Thus, this measure is well suited for determining
the size and the location of the city walkability at the very centre. The Re index creates
hierarchical patterns, allowing the sectoral and linear patterns and making the Re the
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most diverse walkability indicator. The St index also tends to the hierarchical pattern.
Importantly, Re and St patterns usually follow each other. The PoP index revealed a high
centrality tendency; however, it also allows the hierarchical and sectoral patterns.

Table 4. Walkability spatial pattern statistics.

Riga City (7 993 Hexagons)

Indicators Gr Re St Pop

Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 86 334 275 1 639
Zones count (sub-zones) 1 (1) 1 (1) 3 (3) 3 (10)

Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000112 0.000046 0.000048 0.000038
Z-score 375.455809 316.714872 318.830688 281.892394

Detected pattern type Islands Hierarchical Hierarchical Hierarchical
Kaunas City (4 107 hexagons)

Indicators Gr Re St Pop
Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 40 751 376 703

Zones count (sub-zones) 1 (1) 7 (14) 6 (11) 1 (1)
Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000176 0.000030 0.000031 0.000038

Z-score 418.688224 303.473986 305.751315 355.719158
Detected pattern type Linear Hierarchical Hierarchical Concentric

Vilnius City (10 547 hexagons)
Indicators Gr Re St Pop

Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 71 454 316 1 174
Zones count (sub-zones) 1 (5) 6 (11) 5 (15) 1 (8) *

Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000123 0.000018 0.000018 0.000029
Z-score 586.364994 450.826360 455.353348 542.769738

Detected pattern type Islands Dispersal Concentric Concentric
Tallinn City (4 235 hexagons)

Indicators Gr Re St Pop
Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 22 872 601 1463

Zones count (sub-zones) 1 (1) 5 (11) 3 (9) 1 (8)
Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000229 0.000025 0.000026 0.000029

Z-score 458.522811 302.480298 306.209806 348.686820
Detected pattern type Islands Multi-nuclei Multi-nuclei Sectoral

Malmö City (4 199 hexagons)
Indicators Gr Re St Pop

Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 41 689 581 881
Zones count (sub-zones) 1 (1) 3 (8) 3 (8) 1 (3)

Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000180 0.000035 0.000037 0.000039
Z-score 410.752427 318.813301 326.751735 341.621988

Detected pattern type Linear Hierarchical Hierarchical Concentric
Białystok City (2 730 hexagons)

Indicators Gr Re St Pop
Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 31 1008 358 935

Zones count (sub-zones) 1 (1) 2 (8) 7 (14) 1 (3)
Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000103 0.000034 0.000034 0.000041

Z-score 355.475254 209.424025 212.638612 280.465816
Detected pattern type Islands Sectoral Hierarchical Concentric

Gdansk City (10 965 hexagons)
Indicators Gr Re St Pop

Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 51 1168 961 2566
Zones count (sub-zones) 4 (4) 16 (35) 16 (36) 2 (20)

Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000053 0.000015 0.000016 0.000016
Z-score 584.021909 409.330307 413.772253 439.286352

Detected pattern type Islands Linear Linear Sectoral
Lublin City (3 918 hexagons)

Indicators Gr Re St Pop
Hexagon count at index value ≥0.3 35 532 408 830

Zones count (sub-zones) 1 (2) 4 (10) 7 (8) 2 (4)
Observed G (exp. G 0.000027) 0.000095 0.000034 0.000035 0.000040

Z-score 393.877912 293.515790 299.634254 327.068993
Detected pattern type Islands Sectoral Sectoral Hierarchical

The identified patterns of the analysed cities can be described as follows.
Regarding the Gr: one prolonged medium island, thus demonstrating its possibly

linear characteristics and based on the “main street” origin in Kaunas (13.5% of all territory)
and Malmö (12.7%). It could be considered a critical core of future development for
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concentric or sectoral patterns. One or few very small islands in Bialystok (1.13%), Riga (1%),
Tallinn (0.5%), Vilnius (0.6%), Lublin (0.8%), or Gdansk (0.5%). Because of the practically
minimal relative size of the islands, not depending on the number and configuration of
pattern islands, gravity patterns could be considered as dispersal essentially in all six cases.

Regarding the Re and St: Kaunas has a hierarchical cluster in both cases with overlap-
ping, but more robustly expressed the Re pattern (18%) versus St (9%). A sectoral pattern
in Bialystok for Re (37%) and hierarchical cluster could be seen as a less developed sectoral
model for straightness (13%). Practically identical in both cases, the linear pattern is visible
in Gdansk for the Re (11%) and St (9%). There are nearly equally discernible sectoral
patterns with some parametric clusters and possibly growing into even more strongly
expressed sectoral or concentric patterns in Lublin for both reach (14%) and straightness
(10%). Hierarchical clusters for Re (16%) and straightness (14%) in Malmö demonstrate
some signs of a future concentric model because of a few tiny islands in the periphery.
There is a hierarchical, not strongly expressed cluster in Riga for both Re (4%) and St (3%).
Because of the relatively small area of the pattern, it still could be seen as not so much
differing from the dispersal pattern. Strongly expressed multi-nuclei patterns in Tallinn are
very high within this research percentage for Re (21%) and St (14%). It is unique within
the presented research situation in Vilnius with clearly differing patterns for Re and St: Re
demonstrates dispersal islands (4%), while for St, a concentric island (11%) overlaps with
one zone of higher Re. Regarding the PoP: a concentric pattern or its nodes in a whole
territory is considered in Kaunas (17%), Bialystok (59%), Malmö (21%), and Vilnius (11%).
A lower percentage could point out a weaker expression of the pattern. A mix of linear
and sectoral patterns in Gdansk (23%) and Tallinn (35%) are located along the coastal line.
Because of spatial limitations, hierarchical clusters in Lublin (21%) and Riga (21%) are not
transformed into the nodes of concentric patterns.

The pattern shape analysis allows us to state that among the compared cities, only
Kaunas Gr has an elongated shape impacted by the linear shape and very long Kaunas
Promenade (Figure 6).
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Furthermore, the Re and St usually adopt a similar pattern. However, the St patterns
occurring are more challenging to describe unequivocally, e.g., Bialystok has been classified
as hierarchical, but the pattern can also be recognised as sectoral. Finally, the pattern of
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Vilnius is the most diverse (island, dispersal and concentric patterns), so is more walkable
than less varied patterns. The walkability zones and sub-zones drew a spatial pattern. An
unambiguous zone count number interpretation is challenging as zones are accompanied
by more- or less-distanced and sparse sub-zones; this is reflected in the discrepancy shown
in Table 4 between the number of zones and their sub-zones. The G and Z-score statistics
(outputs of research workflow step 8) objectively compare the walkability at the whole
city scale. In the case of all case study cities, the null hypothesis of random walkability
distribution was rejected (in all the instances, p < 0.001). The observed G was higher than
the expected G index, which indicates the high walkability value clustering effect. The
Z-score explains how strong this effect is. The Z-score values ranged from 209.4 (the Re for
Białystok) to 584.0 (the Gr for Gdańsk), indicating a significant walkability clustering effect
within case study cities. Except for Riga, the Re index turned out to be the least clustered
walkability explanatory index, and the Gr confirmed its highly clustered nature.

The pattern observation and analysis concluded that the most substantial synergies
exist between urban form aspects important for walkability—the Re and St. The most
clearly expressed spatial patterns of PoP overlap with the other layers. The Re-St and
PoP patterns could point out a perspective for walkability improvement based on non-
overlapping parts. The spatial patterns of Gr demonstrate certain synergy with the other
layers only in Malmö and Kaunas. In contrast, it could be seen as just dispersal allocation
of POI in the other cases. The pattern analysis results indicate a large diversity between
cities; however, in such a diverse group, there are cities with a similar pattern, such as
Kaunas (LT) and Malmö (Se); thus, the exchange of knowledge and practice experiences
between towns with a similar walkability spatial pattern may turn out to be more fruitful.
In the analysed eight case studies, potentially not linked with each other, there was no full
compatibility between walkability patterns; Riga was the most coherent in this respect. The
other cities always had three different patterns. The noted frequency allows us to conclude
that the diversity of patterns shapes the city’s walkability more significantly than pattern
overlays that would indicate a single walkable zone.

3.3. The Walkability Compass

A “walkability compass” was designed to compare all eight cities on a single pic-
ture. The “compass” visually expresses the statistical correlation between four analysed
walkability explanatory indices (Figure 7). The background values used for the “compass”
calculation is provided in Table 5; these data were also used for k-means clustering analysis
and synergy insights (Figure 8). At the “compass”, higher correlation values indicate
synergy between walkability components. The tool allows us to compare eight case study
cities in terms of strong and weak synergies between walkability aspects. However, the
“compass” does not allow the evaluation of the numerical values of reachable destination,
people, and building perimeter, which could differ significantly between the cases. How-
ever, their synergy could be high even within a low inhabitant density with just a few travel
destinations if allocated low and adequately in a high population density zone with the
random allocation of POI and bus stops.

The “compass” points Re-St values as the most synergising. Because of high synergies
in every city between these two indicators, their importance in k-means cluster analysis is
relatively low (significance 0.295 according to ANOVA tests where more significant values
represent lower importance when maximum could be 1). The application of k-means cluster
analysis (input data from Table 5) reveals three walkability synergy clusters (Figure 8).
The clusters can be explained using synergising indicators pairs. The first pair is made of
Gr-Re and Gr-St. It describes how many travel destinations are attractive for walking city
zones because of spatial structure and urban design peculiarities. The second pair made by
Re-Pop and St-PoP identifies how many inhabitants live in the walkability zone.

The first cluster demonstrates the relative mean synergies of Gr-Re and Gr-St and low
values of both Re-PoP and St-PoP. The first cluster also shows medium values of the first
pair within the context of the presented research and low values of the second pair. Vilnius
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is the only city in this cluster. The second cluster shows high values of the first pair and
high values of the second one—it is “the ideal” city in the presented research, and it is
Riga. All the other cities are assigned to the third cluster with the lowest values of the first
pair and medium values of the second one. Furthermore, the Gr–PoP correlation was not
significant during the analysis, possibly because of the small areas with the high gravity
concentration identified in pattern analysis—its significance for identifying the clusters,
according to ANOVA tests, was low (0.634).

3.4. The WebGIS Solution for Cities Walkability Comparison

The results described in Sections 3.1–3.3 use indicators and pattern typology to com-
pare the case study cities, and the walkability compass point is the “direction” of explana-
tory indices’ synergy. The pattern map (Figure 5) is substantial to the typology we wanted
to investigate and use for city comparison. However, these static maps do not reflect the
walkability details at the street or even building-scale level, especially as space syntax
offers it. Therefore, the results at the fine-grain city scale are presented using the WebGIS
solution. Since scientific data started to be visualised in a dynamic manner and supplied
with detailed statistics [68,69], online maps became part of the research workflow [70].
Online maps meet the expectations of open science; therefore, walkability study results
are made available using this technology. An online map application is shared via the
following link: https://arcg.is/0u0POa1, Cities Walkability Comparison, accessed on 10
January 2022. The application has four map windows; each displays a single explanatory
index, herein not aggregated to the hexagon tessellation.

By changing the display, extent map windows adjust the scale and location to each
other. The user can read Gr, Re, St and normalised PoP values of every building using
the labelling function at the fine grain scale. The resulting WebGIS solutions interface is
described in Figure 9A,B. Importantly, Figure 9B refers to the online dashboard, making
the city walkability exploration more detailed by displaying the Gr, Re, St and PoP values
within the maps extent. Interactive infographics on the left (Figure 9(B3)) report the
averaged and maximum (Figure 9(B4)) index values of map window extent. By sharing the
results with society, we enable the inhabitants’ and other researchers’ feedback on Gr, Re,
St, and PoP further interpretations of walkability.
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Table 5. Pearson correlations constitute walkability compasses.

Gr-Re Gr-St Gr-PoP Re-St Re-PoP St-PoP

Bialystok 0.387 0.369 0.607 0.991 0.523 0.481
Gdansk 0.511 0.522 0.297 0.99 0.5 0.475
Kaunas 0.38 0.373 0.271 0.993 0.53 0.505
Lublin 0.469 0.456 0.439 0.994 0.532 0.508
Malmö 0.405 0.423 0.466 0.991 0.584 0.587

Riga 0.786 0.789 0.526 0.996 0.687 0.661
Tallinn 0.388 0.373 0.374 0.995 0.594 0.57
Vilnius 0.6 0.617 0.489 0.992 0.385 0.363

All correlations are of 0.01 significance, meaning that the chance of the random correlations is equal to 1.
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Web Map interface: (A1)—bookmarks facilitating switching between cities; (A2)—the legend; (A3)—
the Gr map, (A4)—the Re map, (A5)—the St map; (A6)—the PoP map; (A7)—the hyperlinks to
single city online maps with interactive dashboards. (B) the Web Map dashboard: (B1)—walkability
balance graph, (B2)—the interactive map window, (B3)—the walkability indexes mean values graphs,
(B4)—the walkability index max values graphs. The application can be freely accessed via https:
//arcg.is/0u0POa1, Cities Walkability Comparison, accessed on 10 January 2022.

4. Discussion

This study undertakes walkability using the mathematical graph and space syntax
method. The research output is the walkability compass setting of the city walkability
strengths and weaknesses. In addition, the study explains the walkability pattern typology
as well. The proposed research method has been tested on the example of several cities, so
the comparison results allow us to identify significantly common traits (e.g., common walk-
ability patterns) and differences. The “compass” and spatial patterns make the framework
suitable for comparative purposes. A WebGIS solution is used to disseminate the results to
enhance the comparison. Botch results were achieved with limitations, primarily due to
pulling only the street network geometry out of vast walkability factors, and secondly due
to space syntax tools itself simplifications (e.g., the urban feature geometry simplification).
Both of the above aspects are discussed below.

The Space Syntax was chosen for several reasons: as a spatial model, it focussed on
the reflection of self-organising forces of complex urban networks. The Space Syntax model
is constantly developed by a scientific community and reacting to discovered weaknesses.
For example, the criticised axial analysis [71] has been updated to segment analysis [57]
and applied in this case study. The approach uses street segments instead of crossroads
(criticised approach) for graph construction [72]. The above-described approach is also
seen as more walkability analysis-oriented because the space syntax graph focuses on street
segments, which during the last stage of the research was continued with a more detailed
focus on buildings.

The walkability compass emphasises the phenomenon’s cultural and visual aspects
and utilises Re and St metrics to measure it. Assigning visual issues to the metrics results
from urban studies literature. For example, Alexander points out the importance of public
spaces created beside a building for street culture and liability of a street by describing the
following patterns: Public Outdoor Room (pattern 69), Common Areas at the Heart (129),
Seat Spots (241), Activity Pockets (124), Building Edge (160), and Outdoor Room (163) [73].
The concept of placemaking, when it is focussed on the access and linkage of physical public
spaces, identify an essential aspect of placemaking as proximity, connectivity, walkability,
convenience and accessibility and suggest the following quite general indicators of the
features mentioned above: mode split, transit use, pedestrian activity, and parking usage
patterns [74]. On the other hand, the proposed indexes of gravity, reach, and straightness
could be seen as clear and measurable alternatives at least to part of the placemaking
aspects and indicators as reach and straightness for pedestrian activity, transit-oriented
development, proximity, connectivity.

Furthermore, “The city in its complete sense is a geographic plexus, an economic
organisation, an institutional process, a theatre of social action, and an aesthetic symbol of
collective unity.” [75]. So-called “New Traditionalists” such as Andres Duany, Elizabeth
Plater-Zyberk, and Jaime Correa seek to return urban living arrangements to human-scale
communities that are pedestrian-oriented [76]. Based on Hillier’s [12,56,77] study, it could
be concluded that the more accessible the building perimeter from the street as a simple
quantitative indicator, the higher probability of its attractiveness for walkers.

Cullen’s [78] concept of humans perceiving a city as “space by space” make a theoret-
ical base regarding the St metrics. The viewspace in which the observer is now is called
“here”, while the space to which there is a possibility to move is “there”. “Here” is always
known, but “there” could be either known or unknown depending on spatial relation
between spaces, e.g., if “there” space is located behind the corner, then it is unknown, if it
is at least partially visible—known. The St becomes a key index for walkability visualspace
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measurement as a series of known “here” and “there”, and thus becomes related to the
recognisable path as the mental City Image, as explained by Lynch [79].

The “compass” is the main output of our research; it contributes to walkability research
and sustainable urban planning practice. Above this, additional discussion requires spatial
pattern mapping and analysing methods adopted in our framework. From a technical
point of view, zones of high-value concentration are analysed using hot-spot analysis—a
GIS technique of spatial grouping aimed to map similarity patterns and anomalous values.
The de Getis–Ord statistics [66] accompany the hot-spot analysis [80]; its mathematical
formula and analysis pros and cons are discussed by Sánchez-Martín et al. (2019) [81]. In
our study, these statistical measures (the Getis–Ord and z-score) were functional, while the
tests performed with the hot and cold spots gave a relatively local result. In other words,
we could detect more spatial pattern similarities using spatial tessellation thresholding
techniques rather than hot-spot techniques. Additional research is necessary to answer
whether it resulted from the specificity of space syntax metrics. As such, space syntax
metrics also require other comments. The PoP identifies the concentration of walkers
and the starting points of walking journeys—the proximity of the walking destinations in
numbers of various objects or a mix of land use. The number of objects could be a more
precise and straightforward way to measure proximity. At the same time, the land use
mix addresses it indirectly based on the premise that more land use functions create more
potential travel destinations. It should be noted that the number of destinations should be
counted, but walking distance to each of them should be evaluated to improve walkability
modelling. Connectivity as a property of street network reflects favourability for walking,
which in three reviewed cases of four is counted as the density of crossroads. It should be
noted that the plain number of intersections addresses just a density of the street network
and potential walking routes but says nothing about the character of urban spaces related
to visibility and street facades.

Finally, this research method workflow adopts the model validation procedure that
compares the segment graph models with POI allocation and public transport stops. This
idea is based on the movement economy concept by Hillier [56]. The theory states that
“(...) evolving space organisation in settlements first generates the distribution pattern
of busier and quieter movement pattern flows, which then influence land-use choices,
and these, in turn, generate multiplier effects on movement with further feedback on
land-use choices and the local grid as it adapts itself to more intensive development” [56].
In such a case, allocation and concentration of the more critical urban features such as
shops, administrative and cultural buildings, and schools could be seen as a result of the
generative field of the street network, and thus used to check if the mathematical simulation
model is working well.

The “walkability compass” could also be applied at a city division scale, thus com-
paring various neighbourhoods or even urban blocks and presenting universal decision
support models for multiple stakeholders of city development: city administration, urban
planners, developers, and NGOs. Furthermore, it could be pointed out that because of
the simulative nature of the mathematical graph model, the same calculation could be
made for a predicted plan, thus expanding the usability of the proposed model. The
“walkability compass” concept relies on space syntax theory—a knowledge-based solu-
tion, thus contributing to the analytical and evidence-based design [82]. In addition to
city walkability comparison, the study uses a web-mapping application to share results
at the urban space level. The web-mapping solution significantly enables public urban
spaces’ evidence-based design since data on urban walkability is at the urban planner
fingertips. The placemaking concept focused on the access and linkage of physical public
spaces identifies an essential aspect of placemaking: proximity, connectivity, walkability,
convenience, and accessibility [74]. This study indexes could be measurable alternatives at
least to part of the placemaking aspects and indicators, such as Re and St for pedestrian
activity, transit-oriented development, proximity, and connectivity. Notably, the compass
could also be applied to the WebMap solution created by the WebGis developer; in this
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case, the study of the online mapping task was limited to the ArcGIS Online wizard and
widget functionality.

In the broader context of the theoretical discussion, the term walkability can hold
a different content. Forsyth [11], among several walkability definitions, emphasises a
compact form that makes walking destinations well reachable and safe with many possible
meanings, starting with crime and ending with transport safety. Furthermore, these urban
design elements make walking attractive, such as street furniture, proper sidewalks, street
trees [11]. Therefore, our research is rooted in reach, gravity, straightness, and population
density indicators after the above definition.

5. Conclusions

The direction of pedestrian-friendly city transformation is pointed by the walkability
compass and the space syntax solution to assess the synergy effect of walking-friendly
factors. The tool indicates the core factors shaping city walkability and, if necessary, corrects
the direction by taking sustainable urban planning scenarios. The scenarios can be shared
with common spatial pattern cities; the above-described research method leads to the
typology using APA pattern classification as a research base. The diagnosis of eight Baltic
regions’ cities confirmed the well-established urban planning standards on the example
of the Scandinavian city of Malmö. Moreover, it points out pedestrian-friendly urban
planning strategies’ development needs regarding cities of relatively small and overlayed
walkability zones. Based on buildings’ footprint geometry, the calculation improves the
space syntax usability, enabling the modelling of a city development scenario. Every urban
feature can be assessed according to its impact on walkability instead of the whole street
section. Walkability is a viable solution for sustainable urbanism and a possible indicator
to integrate into urban sustainability assessment.
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